
For this review play TRACK 11 of CD 1. You will hear the following:

TTask 1.ask 1. Listen carefully to the beginning of these songs. Colour the matching
picture to the song you hear. This is a little tricky because only the melody will be played. You will not hear
any words. Press pause on the CD player if you need some extra time for colouring and then, when you're
ready, press play to listen to the next song.
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TTask 2.ask 2. The Biggest Band sings about the slowest, fastest, softest and loudest bands. Let's pretend that it is
an animal band. They must be very clever animals because they can play musical instruments. Draw a line
from the type of band to the animals that you think would be playing in it.

Bands Animals

A. Slowest

B. Fastest

C. Softest

D. Loudest

TTask 3.ask 3. In Cabbage Café, the poor egg gets broken and the cabbage has to be eaten. If you clap these words
as you say them you will see that egg gets one clap and cabbage gets two claps. Try it.

Have a look at the three plates. Plate 1 would like to have some more one clap food on it. Plate 2 would like to
have some more 2 clap foods and plate 
number 3 would like to have some 
more 3 clap foods. Help out our 
empty plates by drawing the 
food they would like.

One clap foods Two clap foods Three clap foods


